February 2015

Reconfirmed Secretary Tom Church and Lt. Governor John Sanchez

Secretary Church Reconfirmed
Congratulations Secretary Church!
Story by Melissa Dosher Photo by Christina Cordova

T

he State Senate, on February eleventh, unanimously reconfirmed Tom Church as the head of
the New Mexico Department of Transportation.
That vote came after unanimous approval that morning
by the Senate Rules Committee. During that hearing,
numerous people stood up to express their support for
Secretary Church. They included the Cabinet Secretary
for the Department of Public Safety, the executive director of The Associated Contractors of New Mexico, the
mayor of Las Vegas and several NMDOT staff members.
“He is a man of integrity and compassion,” said Deputy Secretary Anthony Lujan, adding, “Tom is a true hero
for the state and for the Department of Transportation.”

Several current and former lawmakers also chimed in
on Secretary Church’s commitment to the NMDOT.
“He’s been asset to the department and will continue
to do a good job,” said retired State Senator Tim Jennings from Roswell. Senator Sander Rue, who represents
part of Bernalillo County, echoed that thought saying,
“Tom is very responsive and follows up and I’m very appreciative of that.”
Secretary Church was first appointed Cabinet Secretary of the NMDOT in 2012 by Governor Susana Martinez. He has been with the department for more than
twenty years and has served in numerous roles including
management and policy positions.
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Driving High

We all know that driving drunk is deadly dangerous.
But what about driving after having smoked marijuana?
Story by Melissa Dosher Illustration by Matthew Hunt

T

he National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) released results from a new study
this month which found that driving while high
on marijuana could be far safer than driving
while intoxicated, even though neither should be done.
The study found that drunk drivers with a blood alcohol level of 0.08 (the legal limit) were 400 percent more
likely to crash their cars than sober drivers. Their highon-weed counterparts, meanwhile, were only about 25
percent more likely to crash a car. That risk went down
even further when accounting for age, gender, and race,
putting the risk of a crash at around five percent.
Recreational marijuana use is legal in Colorado and
Washington and will be legal in Oregon and Alaska next
year. More states are expected to approve the use in the
near future. Bills for legalization in New Mexico have

failed in the legislature.
“There’s a pretty clear accelerating trend of marijuana
use among drivers,” says Gordon Trowbridge of NHTSA. “There’s more and more of this on the highway and
it’s something we know relatively little about.”
The results of this study are far from saying driving
high is fine. Even if doing so is eventually scientifically
proven to be safer, that doesn’t mean doing so is okay.
Marijuana has been proven to impair both the way a
person handles a car and how fast they react to sudden situations—a detriment when it comes to defensive
driving. This effect can last up to three hours, according
to the NHTSA.
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Every Day Counts
(EDC) Initiative

technologies like Geosynthetic Reinforced Soils (GRS),
Integrated Bridge Systems (IBS), High Friction Surface
Treatments (HFST) and a Diverging Diamonds Interchange (DDI) to be in place at the soon-to-be rebuilt
I-25/NM 14 (Cerrillos Road) Interchange. Other improvements have been made to our highway system
through the National Traffic Incident Management
(TIM) Responder Training and by strengthening our relationships with Tribal/Local Public Agencies through
the “Cradle to Grave” training over the past year. These
are some of the improvement brought about by the EDC
initiatives with more to come.
Denise Peralta and Logan Patz were selected as
the Innovation Coordinators for the NMDOT’s State
Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) to assist our
partners at the FHWA in implementing cutting edge
improvements to the department. The STIC’s focus is
to bring innovations through programs like the EDC,
Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2) and
Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) by coordinating efforts with figureheads and other ambassadors
of transportation. These innovations and improvements
will ensure that we provide a safe and efficient transportation system for the traveling public, while promoting
economic development and preserving the environment
of New Mexico. With these innovations, we will be able
to continue to be an industry leader in the field of transportation while maintaining the safety, accountability
and integrity to our customers.
While NMDOT is wrapping up its role in EDC2 implementation, the department continues to remain active in the next phase. We will continue to lead the way
as we move to implement EDC3 initiatives over the next
two years. The EDC3 initiatives being pursued include:

Story by Melissa Dosher

T

he New Mexico Department of Transportation recently wrapped up its role in the second round
of the Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative. The
New Mexico efforts for EDC-2 will be reflected in a
national Final Report that Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) will be issuing in the coming months.
The FHWA launched EDC in 2009 to speed up the
delivery of highway projects and to address the challenges presented by limited budgets.
The FHWA works with state and local transportation
departments as well as the design and construction industries to identify approximately a dozen new innovations to champion every two years.
During those two years, these stakeholders meet, share
data, specifications, best practices and lessons learned
while working on the innovations. Over the years, some
of the creations have been deployed across the country.
In 2012 the following set of new innovations called
EDC-2 was selected (the first group, EDC-1, was deployed in 2010).
t

Programmatic Agreements II

t

Locally Administered Federal-Aid Projects

t

Three-Dimensional Modeling

t

Intelligent Compaction

t

Accelerated Bridge Construction

t

Design Build

t

Construction Manager/General Contractor

t

Alternative Technical Concepts

t

High Friction Surfaces

t

Intersection and Interchange Geometrics

t

Geospatial Data Collaboration

t

Implementing Quality Environmental Documentation

t

SHRP 2 National Traffic Incident Management Responder Training

Of the innovations selected, the NMDOT was able
to bring new technologies, methods and improvements
through the various programs. These improvements
helped streamline our processes in wetland mitigation,
Alternative Project Delivery and Alternative Technical
Concepts (ACT) through PND. It also brought new
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t

eConstruction

t

Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)

t

LPA Stakeholder Partnering

t

Road Diets (Roadway Re-configuration)

t

Smarter Work Zones

Districts Year in Review

District One Year in
Review

t

WASHTO Award for I-10/I-25 Systems Interchange
- The District was recognized once again for the
outstanding work performed in constructing two flyovers for I-10 and I-25 in the heart of Las Cruces

By Bridget Spedalieri

t

Strauss Road in Santa Teresa – Six miles of concrete
paving that serves as a route for the newly constructed Union Pacific Railroad facility in Santa Teresa

t

N.M. 136 in Santa Teresa – Roadway rehabilitation
of a section of roadway that will improve the safety
and longevity of the route that will support traffic
for Union Pacific Railroad and the Santa Teresa International Border

t

N.M. 273/Sunland Park Drive - Roadway rehabilitation with curb, gutter and ADA pedestrian enhancements

t

I-10/Avenida de Mesilla – New bridge construction
with new ramp realignment, concrete paving at the
intersection of Avenida de Mesilla and I-10 and new
lighting and traffic signalization. The contractor
also placed new pavement on I-10 for the approaches
and departures at the newly constructed bridge

t

U.S. 70 in Las Cruces – Concrete wall barrier between the I-25/U.S. 70 Interchange that stretched
east to Rinconada Blvd., which included the placement of an additional digital message board that
will alert motorists of periodic closures for White
Sands Missile Range

t

U.S. 70 in Las Cruces – Cable barrier for eastbound
lanes between mile markers 151 and 161, which is
just east of Rinconada Blvd. to just west of Organ

t

N.M. 185 south of Hatch – Installed a concrete box
culvert for erosion control with new pavement placed
at the approaches and departures

t

District One Lab Repeat State Winner – Gilbert
Garcia and his crew have been repeat winners for
their outstanding work and exemplary standards
within the Lab for District One

I-10 Lordsburg – Roadway rehabilitation from the
Arizona state line to Lordsburg with a mill and
overlay that will extend the longevity of this interstate route which is heavily traveled across the United States

t

I-25 STATEWIDE SMOOTHNESS Award – Thirty
miles of Roadway Rehabilitation from mile markers
115-131 which was recognized at the 2014 Paving
Conference and was the recipient of the Statewide
Smoothness Award

Business Loop/Date Street – Truth or Consequences
is a tourist town during the summer months with
fishing, biking and just fun in the sun at Elephant
Butte and Caballo Lakes where ADA improvements
were done along the Business Loop to Date Street.

t

I-25 Bridge Rehabilitation on Three Separate Crossings – Bridge rehabilitation was done on three separate bridges that span interstate 25 at the Luis Lopez

T

he District One office was stretched thin but accomplished many projects in 2014: assisting in
traffic control for fire, flooding and dust storms
within Maintenance, to roadway and bridge improvements throughout southern New Mexico that enhanced
traffic and safety improvements that tie into our International Borders for Construction. District One Engineer Trent Doolittle stated, “Every year new challenges
are presented and despite the conditions, these individuals achieve success and with great pride where statewide
recognitions will be given for their hard work and dedication.”

WASHTO Award for I-10/I-25 Systems Interchange
In a quick look at what they have achieved, we are proud
to announce the following:
In Construction:
t

t
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U.S. 180 Mile Marker 135 Best Project Award

Best patrol, Hatch Patrol

Bridge, San Macial Bridge and T or C Bridge. The
bridge work was done on time for each area
t

t

N.M. 51/Ash Canyon near T or C – The contractor installed drop structure inlets with guardrail and
concrete paving to assist with erosion control from
heavy runoffs
ITS Projects – There were four additional digital
message boards added to the inventory. There were
three in the Socorro area, two on I-25 for north and
southbound traffic and another on U.S. 380 for
eastbound traffic. The fourth digital message board
was placed on U.S. 70 near the Rinconada Blvd.
exit. These message boards serve as a key resource
when alerting motorists of lane closures and weather
conditions

t

N.M. 427 in Deming – Pavement preservation with
Cutler Repaving where maintenance operations were
performed in order to extend the longevity of the
short route that serves local motorists within Deming

t

N.M. 11 Columbus, NM – Crack sealing of over 11
miles in each direction that preserves the roadway
for local residents that commute to Deming

t

N.M. 11 in Deming – Brasier Asphalt placed a NovaChip overlay from mile marker 4.7 to 27.7 in
both directions that will provide a smoother surface
for motorists who use this route daily

t

N.M. 28 Mesilla to La Mesa – Holly Frontier placed
an emulsion for Chip Sealing from mile marker 0 to
27.5 in both directions. This route is famous for the
picturesque scenery of pecan tress lined up along the
route for miles that many cyclists and motor cycle
riders can be found enjoying on the weekends

In Maintenance:
t

t

Statewide Winner Best Patrol in 2014 – The Hatch
Patrol under the supervision of Danny Silva is the
recipient of the 2014 Best Patrol for the NMDOT

Administration:

U.S. 180 Mile Marker 135 Best Project Award –
This concrete box culvert crossing was heavily scoured
due to the heavy rains during monsoon season. The
rain caused damage that measured up to eight feet
deep with undermining into the bottom of the slab of
the concrete box culvert. However, through internal
resources of Leo Montoya, Bridge Crew 4182 and
Silver City Maintenance Patrol Crew 4145, work
was performed and was recognized as a state Best
Project
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t

Total Value of over $457,000 in District Stores Inventory was audited on its yearly usage of expenditures and there were zero discrepancies. The auditors
commended the district for how organized and clean
the Stores Unit is as well as for the knowledge of the
employees who work in in it.

t

District One processes an average of over 800 purchase requests where they have become continuously
consistent in processing payments within their allotted 30 day window. They are rated high by the General Office for their efficiency and overall outstanding performance.

Districts Year in Review
and Pierce Streets in Carlsbad. The new traffic signal
included ADA compliant sidewalk ramps, pavement
markings and permanent signing

District One continues to succeed in various levels
statewide and is recognized by various partnering governing agencies in our great state and our neighboring
states Texas and Arizona, as well as our International
Border Program with Mexico.
Trent Doolittle said, “As the District One Engineer, I
am extremely proud of the employees for the work they
have achieved year after year. This includes other activities which they can found participating in which encompasses career days, Red Ribbon Parades, Rock and Roll
to School and all the DWI prevention programs.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The completed N.M. 229 shoulder improvement project in
Artesia

2.

Shoulder Improvement on NM 229 in Artesia: The
work included shoulders and new pavement that will
extend the life of the highway for years to come

3.

Prince Street Overpass Repairs in Clovis: Work included replacing the expansion joints, structural steel
repairs, deck resurfacing and sealing

4.

U.S. 285 Pavement Repair in Eddy County: Crews repaired a section of pavement between mile markers 43
and 50

5.

U.S. 54 Construction in Lincoln County: This $29
million project included new roadway, crossovers,
major structures, earth work, guardrail, wall barrier,
permanent signing and striping. This work is part of
the U.S. 54 corridor reconstruction

6.

Carlsbad Bridge Improvements: Dark Canyon Bridge
on U.S. 62/180 in Downtown Carlsbad, Hackberry
Draw and Plaza Street Bridge on U.S. 62/180/285
in Downtown Carlsbad, and Rocky Arroyo Bridge on
U.S. 62/180/285 north of Carlsbad

7.

New four-way stop signs at NM 83 and Commercial
Street in Lovington: A traffic study done at the intersection determined that additional safety measures
were needed for safety with increased traffic volume
and nearly a 50/50 percent traffic split between northsouth and east-west traffic. Also included in the project were “Stop Ahead” pavement markings and rumble
stripes

8.

New traffic signal and ADA improvements in Clovis:
Work took place at the intersection of Llano Estacado
and Thornton Streets in Clovis

9.

US 70 Sign replacement: District Two replaced aging
signs on US 70 from Otero County to Chaves County

District Two Year in
Review
By Manon Arnett

T

raffic signals, ADA sidewalks, signing, concrete
box culverts, slope stabilization, blasting, highways
and bridges – District Two had it all in 2014. The
district provided us with such a bounty of great projects,
that we listed our 17 most unforgettable throughout the
year to recap our accomplishments. All projects were approved by District Engineer Ralph Meeks and NMDOT
staff and millions of dollars went to great projects in the
region. All of the work kept our employees, contractors
and local businesses busy and kept thousands of dollars
in our state.

10. Roswell Relief Route pavement repair: Repaired a section of pavement on U.S. 285 and U.S. 70 in Chaves
County
11. Public Input Gathered on Future of Transportation:
In the southeastern part of the state, input was gathered at the Eastern New Mexico State Fair and the
Southeast Regional Transportation Plan and Southeast
Regional Transportation Planning Organization meeting. The purpose was to help the department update
its Statewide Long Range Multimodal Transportation
Plan (SLRP)

17 Projects District Two Loved in 2014:
1.

New traffic signal and ADA improvement in Carlsbad: The project consisted of a new signal and American With Disabilities Act (ADA) improvements at 8th
6
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12. NM 532 Ski Run Road Stabilization: NM 532 was
experiencing landslides. A gabion basket retaining
wall with rip rap was constructed on certain areas of
the roadway
13. U.S. 60 Bridge Improvements at Cannon Air Force
Base Entrance: U.S. 60 bridges near the entrance to
Cannon Air Force Base were repaired. The structure
repairs will help maintain the bridges for years to come
14. WWII Munitions Train Explosion Commemorated
with Historic Marker: The official scenic historic
marker was dedicated on November 21 at mile marker
344 on U.S. 60. This was the seventieth anniversary of
the freight train explosion that leveled the Eastern New
Mexico town of Tolar

N.M. 536 – N.M. 14 to Tinker Town Road

15. ADA Improvements at Standpipe and Lea Street in
Carlsbad: The goal for this work is for pedestrians to
use the ADA ramp to access the local convenience store
at the intersection

District Three Year in
Review

16. U.S. 54 Bridge Replacement Work in Otero County:
Work took place on a U.S. 54 bridge between Tularosa
and Alamogordo

By Phil Gallegos

T

hrough investment strategy, District Three personnel and the contracting community delivered
$46 million dollars of improvements to the Albuquerque area and surrounding communities. Numerous construction projects were completed this year that
reduced congestion and improved safety for commuters
by adding and widening off ramp lanes. An excellent
example would be the I-25 and U.S. 550 Interchange
Project which will accommodate current traffic demands
and allow future growth for the Town of Bernalillo. The
reconfigured interchange went from a diamond layout
to a single-point urban interchange, added ITS components and new pedestrian bridges with bicycle and ADA
accommodations on the north and south side of US 550.

17. U.S. 82 Concrete Box Culvert Erosion Repair: Repairs
to a portion of U.S. 82 Concrete Box Culvert damaged
by a storm was completed this summer
District Two appreciated the opportunity to work
closely with FHWA, city and county officials and local business owners during these projects to minimize
delays and inconveniences during work.
“District Two projects demonstrate the department’s
commitment to improving our transportation infrastructure and the quality of life for residents in southeastern New Mexico,” said Ralph Meeks. “These critical safety improvements are investments in the future of
these important routes that we travel.”
District Two is ready to take on more to continue providing the state with these great projects.
In addition, the district would like to recognize Eddie
Sedillo, as our Supervisor of the Year; Celeste Rogers as
Employee of the Year and the Bridge Team as Crew of
the Year. We’d also like to recognize the implementation of innovative Best Practices that saved the district
thousands of dollars; AMRL Proficiency Award Runner
Up and 2014 Pavement Smoothness award; and the Big
Brothers Big Sisters “Road Warriors” bowling team.

2014 District Three Construction Projects
Pat D’Arco Highway (NM 528) from Southern to
Ridgecrest
t $11.3 Million
I-25 and US 550 Interchange
t $17.6 Million
Rio Bravo (NM 500) and Isleta
t $2.9 Million
I-40 at Unser, 98th, and Atrisco Vista
t $1.6 Million
District Three’s Maintenance Program utilized standard practices and innovative techniques to preserve and
extend the life cycle of pavements in the Albuquerque
7
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area and surrounding communities. This past year the district invested $13,548,294 in
pavement preservations projects.
2014 District 3 Maintenance
Projects
N.M. 45 (Coors Boulevard),
between St. Joseph and Sequoia
t

To address severe cracks and
other pavement failures a
3.5” mill and inlay with
an Open Graded Friction
Course (OGFC) overlay was
accomplished to improve this
corridor

t

$1.7 million

Completed Paseo Del Norte/I25 Interchange.
The Paseo Del Norte Project

N.M. 556 – Tramway Boulevard at Montgomery Boulevard
t

A Nova Chip Overlay with full width pavement improved the roadway surface for the traveling public
and bicyclist community

t

$945,275

Over the past 20 years, the Albuquerque’s westside has
experienced the region’s fastest growth, while the bulk
of jobs are located in the center of Albuquerque. With
a limited amount of river crossings and no new bridges
planned, improving the Paseo Del Norte corridor became vital. Paseo Del Norte is a major east-west commuter corridor over the Rio Grande, serving an estimated 180,000 people who live in Rio Rancho, Corrales,
and west Albuquerque north of Montano Road. An estimated 150,000 vehicles a day traveled through the Paseo
and I-25 Interchange in 2012, translating to 56 million
vehicles a year. Clearly something had to be done.
With funding from the City of Albuquerque, the State
of New Mexico, the Federal Highway Administration
and Bernalillo County, a $93 million design-build project was initiated to make the critical improvements to
the Paseo Del Norte and I-25 interchange. Now that the
project is complete, the Mid Region Council of Governments (MRCOG) estimates the interchange improvements could create 3,000 additional jobs and generate
$2.8 billion in economic growth over 20 years. The
completed project is expected to provide these benefits
by cutting “effective distance” for drivers who use the
interchange, reduce transportation costs for goods and
commuters and provide businesses better access to labor,
the agency said in a 2011 report. It is also estimated that
there will be a projected savings of more than 350,000
hours of travel time a year, the equivalent of more than
an hour per person each week.

N.M. 500 – Rio Bravo / Dennis Chavez
t

A heater scarification project was completed on NM
500 Rio Bravo/Dennis Chavez corridor. This last section completes the resurfacing between NM 500, from
I-25 to I-40. This project began last fiscal year and is
now complete, providing a resurfaced roadway

t

$200,838

North Zamora Road
t

District Three Surfacing Crew, Tijeras Patrol, and
Maintenance forces applied a 2.5” overlay on North
Zamora Road. The overlay increases the life and the
capability to transport additional traffic on this roadway

t

$309,735

N.M. 536 – N.M. 14 to Tinker Town Road
t

The roadway leading to the Sandia Ski area was deteriorating. To address the issue, a Nova Chip process
was utilized, building the pavement up by ½” to protect from further deterioration

t

$353,576
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Future Projects
The Department of Transportation conducted a study
which identified deficiencies on the south I-25 corridor.
From this study, improvement strategies were identified
that will enhance performance and safety, accommodate
future increases in travel demands, address multi-modal
accommodations and support economic development in
this corridor. These improvements will address transportation needs spanning into 2035. The following projects
have been identified to support these enhancements:
I-25, Broadway to Rio Bravo
This project includes reconstruction of all lanes of
I-25 from Broadway to Rio Bravo. The new roadway includes a third through lane, which will accommodate
increased travel demands by adding capacity.
I-25, Sunport to South of Gibson
New soundwalls will be constructed along I-25 from
the Sunport interchange to south of the Gibson interchange. An offset alignment will accommodate four
driving lanes and an auxiliary lane cross section in the
future.

SR 72 – Yankee Canyon east of Raton

I-25, Rio Bravo Interchange
This project includes a full reconstruction of the interchange with improvements along Rio Bravo and I-25
north of the interchange. The project will accommodate
a third driving lane along I-25 improving capacity.
The Paseo Del Norte Project clearly overshadowed
much of what was happening in District Three during
2014. As impressive as it was, it is quite obvious that was
not the case. “We look forward to a very busy 2015 for
our district personnel and our customers, the commuting public,” said District Three Engineer Tim Parker.
Stay tuned everyone as more great projects are yet to
come!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Setting beam on I-25 Airport project north of Las Vegas.

District Four Year
in Review

damage repairs, along with shoulder widening, surfacing
and rest area improvement. The district support staff
from the shop, technical support, purchasing continue
to support the field staff to accomplish the tasks in a
timely manner.

By Yvonne Aragon

2014 maintenance activities and accomplishments
included the following:

D

istrict Four’s employees continue to be the leaders in their field. The construction section is responsible for approximately $52 million in construction projects ranging from pavement preservation,
to reconstruction to bridge replacement. The maintenance section faces the challenge of snow removal, flood
9

t

Rest Area Improvements: Upgrades to the I-25 Thaxton Rest Areas (northbound and southbound),

t

I-25 Ft. Union Rest Areas (northbound and southbound) and the U.S. 64/87 Sierra Grande Rest Area.

Districts Year in Review

N.M. 39 shoulder work
The projects included placement of new rest area
buildings at each site. These new buildings provide for
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility
as well as men, women and family restrooms. Covered
timber post porches and ADA drinking fountains were
also added. The estimated project cost is $3 million
t

N.M. 453 Widening & Surfacing: District Four’s
Heavy Maintenance Crew worked on the widening
and surfacing of NM 453 between U.S. 56 and U.S.
64/87. The crew installed needed drainage culverts
and placed caliche and cold millings. The roadway was
then chip sealed to provide an all-weather surface to
travelers. Estimated cost of work is $1.54 million

t

Flood Damage: Heavy rains over the summer caused
damage to numerous state maintained roadways. Various District Four Maintenance crews worked to address
the damage, which included culvert washouts, erosion,
sediment deposits on roadways, potholes and damage
to roadway surfaces. Two of the heaviest hit roadways
were NM 3 in the Villanueva Area (Rowe Patrol) and
NM 156 in the Santa Rosa Area (Santa Rosa Patrol)

t

N.M. 39 Shoulder Widening: District Four Maintenance Crews completed 24.5 miles of the widening of
N.M. 39 north of Logan to provide four foot shoulders
for the safety of the traveling public. Shoulders were

constructed utilizing borrow material then treated
with a prime coat and chip sealed. The estimated total
project cost is approximately $4.5 million
A micropile construction project on I-25 mile maker
350 was completed in 2014. The project was designed
for the existing bridge to remain in place to allow traffic
to access while the abutments and piers were built. This
was completed within 45 days and the existing bridge
removed.
The Rowe Patrol Crew, along with several members of
the Las Vegas Patrol, received the “American Red Cross
Heroes Award for their outstanding job performance
during the Tres Lagunas wildfire event.
The district also installed a water harvesting system in
2014. It is an effective water conservation tool because
it provides “free” water that is not from the municipal
supply. Water harvesting not only reduces dependence
on ground water and the amount of money spent on
water, but also reduces off-site flooding and erosion by
holding rainwater on the site.
Many great things continue to take place in District
Four. “I sincerely appreciate the outstanding work our
employees perform all year long,” said David Trujillo,
District Engineer.
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N.M. 68 Heater Scarification

I25 Canoncito and Glorieta

District Five Year
in Review

2014

was an active year for District Five employees, and we worked together as a
team to complete our goals and projects. We also worked
closely with our FHWA partner and with many local and
tribal governments. District Five construction personnel
managed the completion of over $42,000,000 worth of
roadway and bridge projects this construction season.
Several of these projects were on interchange structures
along I-25, I-40 and U.S. 84/285. Maintenance accomplished $5,000,000 worth of pavement and bridge preservation projects which will improve the riding surface
and will extend life of the surface and structures. These
projects included a heater scarification overlay, microsurfacing overlay, hot in-place recycle, chip seal and
bridge deck repairs.
Looking back at our construction and maintenance
activities this past year, here are some of the projects that
achieved completion and were significant improvements
in District Five
U.S. 84/285 Arroyo Seco New Interchange

t

U.S. 64 Farmington to Bloomfield – Two Projects

t

I-40 Moriarty West Interchange

t

I-25 Canoncito to Glorieta Pavement Rehabilitation

t

I-25 Santa Fe East Frontage Road

N.M. 68 Taos Heater Scarification

t

N.M. 41 Galisteo Hot In-Place Recycle Overlay

Completion of roadway and bridge projects are an important part of District Five’s operations, but our true
success this year is attributed to our employees who work
devotedly and diligently every day in keeping our roads
safe. Maintenance crews plowed and cleared 252,452
pass miles of snow from our roadways and worked 9,668
labor hours in emergency response and flooding mitigation. In addition to completing these activities along
District Five roadways, several District Five employees
provided emergency assistance to District Two by completing flood mitigation work in the Carlsbad area during the large monsoon storms in September.
“District Five employees have always been committed
to completing their jobs with pride and striving for the
best quality,” stated Miguel B. Gabaldon, District Five
Engineer. “In 2014 our employees showed this pride in
their efforts in the district, and when called upon, they
were eager to assist in other parts of the state without
hesitation.”
We look forward to continued progress and excellence
in meeting our transportation goals. We look forward to
continually working together as a team in 2015.

By Rosanne Rodriquez

t

t
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N.M. 197 near Cuba

District Six Year in Review
By Delane Baros

D

istrict Six is committed to setting the standard for
a safe, reliable and efficient transportation system, while simultaneously being good stewards
of taxpayer money and utilizing resources efficiently. In
2014, District Six faced a number of challenges: increases in construction costs, flooding, which led to emergency repair work near Cuba, pavement preservation
utilizing internal forces, and response to a major crash
on Interstate 40 that resulted in a five hour closure for
westbound traffic.
A quick glance of the most notable projects in 2014
for District Six were:
t

U.S. 491, milepost 15.3 to 37.0. The final project to
complete the four-lane corridor along U.S. 491. The
$74.9 million will add two lanes for 21.7 miles. To
date, 10 construction projects totaling $156.7 million have been completed along the U.S. 491 corridor

t

N.M. 371, milepost 56.2 to 59.9. This pavement
preservation project utilized internal forces to mill,
prepare subgrade and complete a 3-inch overlay at a
cost savings of 30 percent and an increase in pavement smoothness by 59 percent

t

N.M. 197, near Cuba. The Rio Puerco’s meander
of the channel was causing it to erode, creating 30foot vertical drop-offs. This was compromising the
roadway, bridge structure and adjacent dwellings.
District Six worked closely with NMDOT Drainage, Environmental and Army Corps of Engineers.
Within three weeks, all work was complete at a total
cost of $77,641.00

District Six Construction worked feverishly to close
out projects within the FHWA 90-day requirement.
The district closed out 15 construction projects totaling $48,863,621.00, with an average of 52 days to final. Twelve of these projects were completed under the
12

original bid amount totaling $1,932,780, while three
projects were completed over the original bid amount
totaling $980,811.
“District Six has accomplished a great deal in 2014,”
said Larry Maynard, District Six Engineer. “Through
teamwork and innovation, I believe we can accomplish
more in 2015.”
District Six will continue its commitment to the safety of the traveling public and continually strive for improvement.

D2 Blood Drive

Story by Manon Arnett Photo by Jake Schoellkopf

C

eleste Rogers has been the blood drive coordinator at District Two for six years and works fulltime as the Local Government Road Fund Coordinator.
“Having been the coordinator over the years and understanding the need for blood, I do what I can to help,”
said Celeste.
The most recent blood drive took place Thursday,
January 29 at the District Two headquarters in Roswell.
Sixteen people donated blood which was sent to local
hospitals.
The next blood drive will be June 18, 2015 at the District Two headquarters’ conference room.
Rita Espinoza, a maintenance management analyst at
the district, has donated at least 24 times.
“I always felt like if I had it and someone else needed
it, that I should donate,” she said.
Knowing that someone may need blood after an accident or another circumstance, Rita said she wants to
help those whose lives might in fact benefit from donated blood.
District Two supports events that give back to the
community. If you are interested in donating blood,
please call United Blood Services of New Mexico at
1-800-333-8037.

N.M. 371 before and after

491 final groundbreaking
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your help to develop a TAMP that represents the consensus view of the department. We are excited to announce
that a major part of TAMP development will be through
a series of workshops where key NMDOT and FHWA
staff will engage in a dialogue on decisions for TAM
improvements in the future. Your full participation will
help us develop a TAMP that all NMDOT personnel
understand, accept and, more importantly, works.
Upcoming workshops include a Bridge Management,
Pavement Management, and TAM Objectives and Measures Workshops this month.. Other workshops are a
Life-Cycle Costing and Analysis Workshop in April, a
Risk Management Workshop in May, a Financial Planning and Investment Analysis Workshop in June, a Data
Improvements Workshop in July, and finally a TAMP
Communications Workshop in September.
The first three workshops focus on improving how
data should be supporting our TAM business needs and
on determining realistic investment and performance
projections for bridges and pavements. As good performance measures for our assets helps guide us to better
projects, the goal of the workshop is to establish the
right objectives and measures for pavements, bridges
and other assets. Once we have these in place, we will
identify opportunities to apply life-cycle costing and
analysis (LCCA) to get greater asset performance over
time. This will allow us to know what an asset costs as
we deliver transportation services to New Mexico travelers over time.
A key requirement of MAP-21 is to produce a RiskBased Transportation Asset Management Plan. So the
Risk Management Workshop will focus attention on
mitigating risks to our assets such as extreme weather,
reduced funding leading to deteriorating assets, and
safety concerns. The risk workshop will produce a “risk
register” for the TAMP. Similarly, the Financial Planning
and Investment Analysis Workshop will focus on bringing together the understanding of asset behavior, investment choices and likely funding situations and will
explore investment tradeoffs across asset types. Finally,
the Data Improvements Workshop will follow up on the
Data Planning Workshop with decision-making on the
specific actions and investments in data improvements
that are needed to support the TAMP implementation.
The TAMP Communications Workshop will determine
the actions needed once the TAMP is complete to let all
stakeholders know the details of the TAMP and to engage them in the process of TAM improvements.
Please let Tammy Haas or Randy Soderquist know if
you have any questions on the TAMP and the workshops.

Tinaja Bridge
Story by Yvonne Aragon

R

ehabilitation work is progressing steadily on the
Tinaja Bridge which is located 15 miles south of
Raton. The project started in February with the
patching of bridge beams and piers.
An inspection platform that works hydraulically is
being used by crews do work on the underside of the
bridge. The platform allows access beneath or alongside
bridge trusses in minutes and gives inspectors quick and
easy access to perform visual inspections of the repairs.
It also allows traffic to keep flowing by reducing the
number of lanes that need to be closed to only one.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

TAMP
Story by Randall Soderquist, Deputy Director, Asset Management
and Planning Division

T

he New Mexico Department of Transportation is
off to a strong start on development of our Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP). The
plan will result in determining the prioritized actions
for improving our assets in the short and long term, and
will explicitly take into account risks so that we can act
to control them. The TAMP is a critical priority for the
NMDOT, and not just because it will help us comply
with the federal MAP-21 legislation. The TAMP will offer us a much better way of doing business with more
stability and more resources for managing our assets.
We have spent the last few months mobilizing for the
TAMP effort—understanding the current situation of
how we manage our assets, setting up the organizational infrastructure for transportation asset management
(TAM), and developing a detailed work plan. Secretary
Church wrote in a recent Que Pasa message that we need
14

Photo by Jake Schoellkopf

Guess...
...Who are
the happiest
workers?

uman
resources
firm TINYpulse
recently surveyed 30,000
employees in 12 industries and
found that construction workers are the
happiest employees in the US
The number one reason they gave for being happy
was working with great people. Number two was being excited about their projects at work and number three is a positive
work environment.
People in manufacturing were found to be the most unhappy workers.
The survey found the top factors that reduce worker satisfaction: Having managers
who aren’t supportive, not having the tools to succeed and not having the opportunity
for professional growth.
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Construction on N.M. 419
Story by Yvonne Aragon

D

istrict Four is working on a bridge replacement
project on N.M. 419. This is a rural two-lane
roadway between Trementina and Roy. This project began on February 11 and will be highlighted here
each month until its expected completion in October.
Anthony Martinez is the Project Manager and Marc Pacheco is the lead inspector.
A road project begins with the Phase 1 - Planning.
During this phase, the NMDOT collects a vast amount
of information including road and bridge conditions,
traffic volume and crash statistics. Using the data, planners, engineers, environmental and material representatives determine what and how to build the project. They
consider what the environmental issues are, what utilities will be affected, how the project will be funded and
how this project can be designed to be an asset to the
community.
Phase II – Design. During this phase, a number of
steps must be conducted which include the design of
roadway, structures and bridges, traffic control devices/intelligent transportation systems and landscaping.
Other steps include right of way determination, utility
impacts, performing “constructability” and work zone
reviews, completing the environmental documents,

holding the public meeting and obtaining design approval. The project is then advertised for a contractor to
do the actual building.
Once the contractor is awarded the contract, a notice
to proceed is issued and the project can start. All of the
environmental documents must be in place before the
earthwork begins. Earthwork is one of the most important elements in road construction because it establishes
a stable foundation. A roadway with a substandard foundation will fail prematurely. That is why the road’s base
layers are as important as the finished surface.
The project on N.M. 491 began with the construction
of the detour using cuts and fills. Next, a ripper and
scraper are used to level bumps and fill in dips to create a surface that will support the detour. The screened
dirt is sprayed with water and compacted to its maximum density. During this stage, the contactor ensures
the center of the road must be higher than the edges
so water will run off the surface. Drainage is a critical
element because improper drainage will greatly reduce
the detour’s usability. All of this work must pass strict
inspections before the project can continue.
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Young Artist
Story by Yvonne Aragon

D

akota Garcia is the 9-year-old daughter
of District Four dispatcher Emily Jaramillo. She wants to become an artist and
her hope is to attend art
school. She is a 4th grade
student at Anton Chico
Elementary School.
Dakota is quickly
emerging as a self-taught
artist and her love of nature and animals shows
in her art. She is using
pencil as the medium to
improve her artistic abilities. Dakota is drawing eyes with a high level of
realizes. Through art she sees the world, and in
the process, realizes just how abstract and subjective her interpretations on paper can be. Dakota
is motivated to improve her drawing skills.
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Highway Maintainers Tackle Snow-Covered Roads
Story by Manon Arnett Photo by Ruidoso News

D

istrict Two’s Highway Maintainers have been
tackling cold temperatures and snow-covered
roads in Southeastern New Mexico this winter.
“Our crews work extremely hard to keep our roads
clear of snow and ice, and I’m extremely proud of them
and what they do for our state,” said Ralph Meeks, District Two Engineer.
During the winter season, the district has more than
150 employees and 75 pieces of equipment available
for deployment as needed to keep state routes clear and
passable. The district spent approximately $2.1 million
on snow removal and spread over 14,000 tons of salt

this winter.
Trucks have been busy during the snow events District Two has seen, spreading salt and cinder while other
crews are on standby in case conditions get worse. Additionally, dispatchers are on call to update nmroads.com
twenty four hours a day to keep motorists up-to-date on
real time travel conditions.
“I’d like to extend my thanks to our hard-working employees for all they do,” said Meeks.
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D2 Best Practice
Welded Jacks and Painted Rhino
Bed Protection recognized
Story by Manon Arnett

B

ased on a recent review of best practices throughout the New Mexico Department of Transportation, the department’s Best Practices Program recognized two innovative practices at District Two.
“NMDOT District Two’s experience, customer service
and management have culminated in the delivery of two
excellent best practices within the department,” said
Ralph Meeks, District Engineer.
Welder Nathan Therrien fabricated snow plow jacks
and the Portales Maintenance Patrol produced protected
truck beds with rhino lining.
D2 Best Practice Awards:
Painted Rhino Bed Protection – The liner provides
added protection by creating a thick semi-soft protective barrier between the surface of the truck bed and the
paint. This best practice is a simple, yet cost effective
way to save the truck beds from rust.
Welded Jacks – The custom welded jacks keep the
plow from damaging the highway while crews plow snow
during the winter months. By fabricating the jacks inhouse, the department saved thousands of dollars.
The district will continue to be a leader in cost and
time savings, safety improvements and customer care.
The award recipients will be recognized at the State
Transportation Commission Meeting in Roswell on June
18.

White Room
Story by Yvonne Aragon

O

n a recent cold winter night with blizzard-like
conditions and the roadway white with snow I
decided this was the perfect spot for a photo opportunity of our snowplow drivers. I was riding along
with one of them and asked to be dropped off to get pictures of the snowplow truck on its return. The night was
dark as I stood waiting for the snowplow driver to come
for me. The minutes seemed to drag on and I was getting
colder; the snow was getting wetter, or so it seemed. As
I stood waiting I wondered what would happen to me
if no one came. I had no cell service and I was standing
in a bar ditch – no one could see me - it felt so bleak.
Suddenly I could hear the low rumble of the snowplow.
I looked up as the roadside lit up orange and blue—
orange and blue—what a welcome site. What relief to
know I was not alone on the road. Someone will come
and someone will help.
Situations like this are what make our snowplow drivers critical to the NMDOT and to the state. House Representative Tómas Salazar has introduced House Memorial 43 proclaiming March 12 “New Mexico Snow
Plow Driver Appreciation Day”.

Welded Jacks keep from damaging roadways while
snowplows do their magic during wintr months.
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Teen Drivers
Story by Melissa Dosher

M

otor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of
death for people between the ages of 16 and
19 according to Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. On average, 260 teens are killed in car
crashes each month in the United States. This age group
also has the highest crash rate of any age group.
So how do New Mexico’s young drivers compare to
the rest of the country’s?
According to the financial website WalletHub, New
Mexico ranks the 18th best state for teen drivers. Researchers for the site took into consideration various
elements including the number of teen drivers in each
state, impaired-driving laws and teen driver fatalities.
They ranked New York the best state for teen drivers
and South Dakota as the worst.

D5 Lab Prepares New
Employees for TTCP
Certification

Other findings of the study:
t

New Mexico has the second lowest percentage of teens
who have a driver’s license

t

New Mexico is third in the nation for teen driver
fatalities

t

New Mexico is second for the number of “under the
influence” traffic violations by teen drivers

Story by Rosanne Rodriguez

W

ith District Five building its Construction
Area staff with employees new to the NMDOT
or construction management, it developed a
program to prepare these employees for TTCP Certification. On January 26-30, the District Five Lab conducted
training for construction Civil Engineering Technicians.
The training covered the basics for sampling and testing of aggregates, soils, concrete, hot mix asphalt and
nuclear densometers. The training also covered various
calculations that are used in the field and basic plan
reading.
The course was put together by Rick Fernandez, District Five Lab Supervisor, and the training was provided
by District Lab and Construction employees: Johnny
Barela, Eamon Connerty, Marcos Herrera, Randy Silva and Gabriel Sanchez.
Fernandez has been with the department for over 30
years and has dedicated most of his career to construction. His knowledge and experience in this field are
huge assets to District Five Construction.
“The basic training we held last week benefits these
employees by giving them an introduction to the sampling and testing requirements, the lab environment,
and the different types of materials that are tested. We
are preparing these employees for TTCP training and
certification,” said Fernandez. The 32 hours of training
the employees completed will go towards their training
hours required for certification.

Here at the NMDOT, we are working hard to improve the negative numbers. Our Traffic Safety Division
has a preventative campaign, My Instead! that provides
children, teens and parents comprehensive information
about the dangers of underage drinking as well as driving under the influence. Click here for details: www.
myinstead.com

Average of 260 teens are killed in a car crash each
month in the U.S.
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Encouragement and Skill
Development

D

istrict Four Surveyor Josh Gonzales encourages his children to continually improve
their skill development and refinement.
He is a supportive parent who can be seen on the
sidelines when his sons are playing basketball.
For the Gonzales family, playing basketball is
a rite of passage. Josh played basketball at Valley
Jr. High and West Las Vegas Schools. His daughter Franny Gonzales, a West Las Vegas senior,
has played basketball throughout her school career and now her brothers, 11-year-old Josh and
7-year-old Jonathan, have taken up basketball.
Josh is a 5th grade student who was part of the 5th
and 6th grade championship team at Tony Serna
Elementary School. Jonathan is a 2nd grader who
is beginning his basketball training. Although it
is exhausting, Josh Sr. says, “It is the most enjoyable and rewarding time of my life because I get
to spend a lot of time with my family.”
-----------------------------------------------------------

Gonzales born October 15. Enrique Gonzales is
the son of David Gonzales, Chip Seal Crew.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Proud Father

O

ctavio Burrola Chavez, P.E. with the Construction and Civil Rights Bureau is a proud dad.
And he should be!
His daughter Atenas
Burrola recently received
her J.D. from Stanford
Law School after earning her B.A. Magna Cum
Laude in political science
and history with a minor
in Latin American and
Latino studies from the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.
During law school, she participated in the International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic,
where she worked on a team investigating human rights
conditions in Panamanian prisons, contributing to a
report on the matter that was ultimately presented to
the Panamanian government and the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights (IACHR); and Atenas
also took part in the Immigrants’ Rights Clinic, where
she gave a presentation on the U.S. government’s lack
of proper exercise of prosecutorial discretion in matters regarding family unity. Atenas joined Legal Ser-

Newborns
1. Congratulations to Margaret Haynes, District
Three Maintenance Technical Support Engineering, on the birth of her daughter Amara C. Haynes
on October 31, 2014. Amara weighted in at 6 lbs.,
5.6 oz. and 18.75 inches long.
2. Congratulations to Joseph Vigil, District Three
Highway Maintenance Worker, on the birth of
his daughter Isabella Vigil on January 31, 2015.
3. Congratulations to Grandpa Karl Gonzales,
Traffic Section on the birth of his grandchildren
– Adelyn Montano born October 4 and Enrique
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Employee Recognition

vices of Southern Piedmont in January 2015.
She is the daughter of two Mexican immigrants,
Atenas is passionate about helping her community,
immigrants’ rights and human rights in general. Volunteering has always been a priority for her as she understands the impact that nonprofits can make in the
low-income immigrant community. She enjoys traveling and has lived in Brazil and the Dominican Republic. In her free time, Atenas enjoys spending time with
her friends, movies and many, many books.
----------------------------------------------------------------

Employee Bernard Posada, District
One
The district would like to recognize Bernard Posada for his professional manner in which he has communicated with his fellow employees,
contractors and the public. Posada,
as your District Engineer Trent Doolittle indicated, he can recall when you first started with
the district in the Maintenance Section, and stated, “I
have respected the fact that you have continued your
full time employment while taking classes to enhance
your career base. Your dependability on projects is recognized by your peers as they respect the dedication
you have given year after year.” The district would like
to commend your professionalism and efficiency while
performing your tasks while overseeing the I-10/Avenida de Mesilla project.
Your peers have mentioned that they can honestly say
that no one has ever heard you complain about a situation; they only compliment you on how well you handle
difficult situations. Your peers admire your ability and
giving through your “big heart” and how you are such
a “caring individual” to others. However, most importantly how they enjoy working with you especially during the long hours.
----------------------------------------------------------------Supervisor Gilbert Garcia
The district would like to recognize
Gilbert Garcia for his years in service and the exceptional work he has
displayed throughout his career. Garcia’s leadership skills are truly impeccable as he and his crew have been
State Winners, if not runners-up. The
lab has displayed strong managerial skills through their
audits of efficiency for many years. The district recognizes the time Garcia has put in to repairing equipment
that has saved us money and time, which allowed the
district to move forward on active projects.
“I have had the honor of working directly with Garcia
when I was overseeing the Construction Section for the
District,” said Trent Doolittle, adding, “I admire your
ability to train, bring forth a Best Practice, and work
closely when we held Open House events at the district.
These are just a few traits that a residual employee such
as yourself upholds.”

North Urban Patrol
Safety Shout Out

O

n Monday February 9, Nick Lucero & Charles
Blea noticed black smoke coming from Rio
Puerco near the South Frontage Road along
I-40. They located a fire that was spreading quickly. Charles acted fast, utilizing his fire extinguisher
training to prevent the fire from spreading further.
But one extinguisher wasn’t enough! To their surprise,
Dominic Gallegos also noticed the fire and arrived on
scene with another extinguisher to keep the fire at bay
until The Bernalillo County Fire Department arrived
to douse the hotspots!
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Employee Juan Ramos, District Two
Bridge Crew Highway Maintainer

Employee Matthew Sedillos, District
Three, Environmental Management

Juan Ramos has been with District
Two since October 2005. Ramos is a
Highway Maintainer for the Bridge
Crew. As a highway maintainer he
works on repairing and resurfacing
highways, snow and ice removal, repairing fencing, signage, guardrail and drainage structures. He is knowledgeable on all pieces of heavy equipment and is known for going out of his way to get the
job done. Most recently, Ramos organized all of the paperwork for the bridge crew, including inventory, requisitions and equipment usage. He is extremely professional, easygoing and works exceptionally well with his
co-workers. He is always respectful to the public and
his team. Ramos has been a major part of special crews
since he was hired over nine years ago. He is dependable, produces excellent work and is an overall exceptional individual. Juan is the kind of person that makes
NMDOT a great place to work.

Matthew Sedillos has been selected
as District Three’s January Employee
of the Month. He has worked at District Three for the past eight years
for the Environmental Management
Crew as a Highway Maintenance
Worker – Advanced. Sedillos’s duties include street
sweeping, herbicide application and snow removal duty.
During a recent snowstorm over the New Year’s holiday,
Sedillos volunteered his time and worked 12 and 16
hour shifts to keep the highways open and safe to the
traveling public. Sedillos continues to go out of his way
to be a team player and know what it takes to keep the
traveling public safe. When he’s not at work, he enjoys
spending time with his family, camping and fishing.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Mario Martinez with the Eagle
Nest Patrol is recognized as District Four’s January Employee of the
Month. Martinez is a dedicated employee who undertakes each task assigned in a skilled and conscientious
manner. He is a team player and is willing to undertake
all assigned tasks. Congratulations Martinez!

----------------------------------------------------------------Employee Mario Martinez, District
Four, Eagle Nest Patrol

Supervisor Lee Marquez, District
Two, Clovis Maintenance Patrol
Lee Marquez has been with District Two since February 1992. As the
Clovis Highway Maintenance Patrol
Supervisor, he oversees a crew of nine
highway maintainers who are responsible for maintaining 699 miles of
public highways in Roosevelt County. Marquez is an
excellent supervisor who oversees work such as repairing pot holes, mowing rights-of-way, litter and trash
clean-up, snow and ice removal, erecting, removing and
repairing fence, guardrails and signs. He ensures that
his equipment, patrol and crew are ready to go during
inclement weather. Marquez’s paperwork is always submitted in a timely manner. No matter what type of situation, he manages to smile, be courteous and extremely
professional. Lee is a true pleasure to work with and
goes above and beyond to do a great job. He is a dedicated employee who takes pride in his work.

----------------------------------------------------------------Supervisor Josephine Martinez,
District Four, La Cueva Patrol
Josephine (Jo-Jo) Martinez with the
La Cueva Patrol is recognized as District Four’s January Supervisor of the
Month. The crew says, “Jo-Jo is always looking out for her employees.
She goes the extra mile to help in any
situation. She has great communication skills with her
employees and the customers. She provides us with a
safe working environment. She is a great leader.” Congratulations Jo-Jo!
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Employee Johnny Barela, District
Five, Lab Material Tester Sorter - A

Employee Kyle Bunch, District Five,
Traffic Tech. - A

Johnny Barela is the Advance Tech
in the District Five Lab. Barela provides service to the public and the
NMDOT in various ways, including record sampling and testing of
materials on State Highway projects.
Barela also acts as the District Five Lab Office Manager.
He took over the District Five Lab Office position with
great enthusiasm. He is very organized and is willing to
go the extra mile for his crew. Barela has recently been
going out in the field to assist the lab with their on-site
field testing. He also assists in the testing procedures in
the lab on occasion, all of this on top of his daily duties
as the “in office” tech.
Barela is a team player. He is always willing to help
out a fellow co-worker when in need. Whenever anything is needed from the lab, Barela is quick to respond
to the project offices and ensures all tasks at hand are
completed with accuracy and in a timely manner. This is
why he is deserving of “Employee of the Month.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Kyle Bunch is our District Five traffic technician. He is extremely knowledgeable in the area of traffic signals.
He is a huge asset to us. Bunch works
with the patrols and assists them with
speed displays, intersection flashers
and message boards.
Bunch is also knowledgeable with wild animal warning flashers. These types of flashers are located in areas
where animals cross our highways. He can program and
fix these flashers when needed.
Several months ago, the Traffic Engineer requested
Kyle to look at a four-way flasher in Tierra Amarilla to
see why it was not working. Bunch went to Tierra Amarilla, completed his inspection and determined that the
flasher needed to be completely redone from the box
to the flasher. Bunch performed a temporary repair and
referred the issue to the Signal Lab in Santa Fe for a
complete replacement.
Bunch maintains all of the district’s message boards
and assures they are functioning, in good condition and
ready for placement. He also transports, programs and
places all of the message boards for the patrols and district.
Bunch does his own repair of these message boards
saving the department several thousand dollars in contractor work. He is a great asset to the Traffic Section
and District Five.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Supervisor Darren Casados, District Five, Management Analyst –
Audit Supervisor
Darren Casados always goes beyond his duties to assist others in
their work. He helps people that his
job doesn’t require him too, advises
co-workers and contractors, looks out
for his employees even when he shouldn’t have to and
works more hours in order to complete work.
Casados has taken time daily to aid others in local
government auditing, processing payments and closing projects, which are all out of his line of duty. He
continuously teaches fellow co-workers, project offices,
contractors and anyone willing to learn how to make
their jobs easier with methods from experience. He
double checks our work daily. Casados is very quick,
accurate, efficient, meets deadlines, proficient with all
software, very experienced in this field, knowledgeable
with guidelines and procedures and promotes positivity around the workplace. He is an excellent supervisor
and takes pride in his work. He is always willing to help
others.

Supervisor Edward F. Martinez,
District Five, AMS –D5
Edward Martinez is the Area Maintenance Supervisor for the 50’s area
within District Five. This includes
Cuyamungue, Pojoaque, Espanola,
Acalde, Ojo Caliente, Penasco, Taos,
Tres Piedras and Questa. Martinez
has worked with District Five Maintenance for over 20
years. He is very knowledgeable and has much experience within maintenance highway operations.
Martinez responds quickly and is respectful with all
co-workers and supervisors. He is also a good communicator. He informs the patrols about what’s going on
in the district and about work they need to do in the
patrol. Martinez is very reliable, caring and trustworthy
and he makes us feel appreciated about the work we do
in our patrols.
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Martinez was beneficial during the last few snow
storms. On January 23, there was heavy snowfall in the
Santa Fe area. The snowfall continued throughout the
day, causing slick roads throughout Santa Fe, Los Alamos and Pojoaque areas. State Police closed U.S. 84/285
at about 11:00 a.m. Martinez worked well with management, State Police and patrol crews to get the roadway
cleared. They coordinated a caravan of eight snow plow
trucks to loop U.S. 84/285 over and over until the roadway was passable. U.S. 84/285 was re-opened at about
1:40 p.m. the same day. During Christmas, District
Five was hit with another snowstorm and U.S. 64 from
Tierra Amarilla and Tres Piedras had to be closed due
to hazardous road conditions. The day after Christmas,
the Tres Piedras and Tierra Amarilla patrols had to reopen U.S. 64 west of Tres Piedras. The Tierra Amarilla
patrol needed help to open their side and Martinez was
right there with the crew helping out to get the road reopened in safe conditions for the traveling public.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Crew of the Month, District One, Sign Shop
The district would like to recognize the Sign Shop
for promptness in providing immediate response on requests made for emergency signage by our maintenance
patrols. In 2014, heavy rain created flooding in various areas for the district and your crew stepped up to
the plate and fabricated the cautionary traffic control
and all replaced damaged signage during this difficult
season. These requests were done in record time, which
allowed the maintenance crews to focus on other tasks.
On N.M. 152, the roadway was extremely damaged and
you all did an amazing job in serving the needs of the
district and the public. The signs were readily available
by the following day as you understood the importance
for the employees working on site, and that of the traveling public. Your great efforts were recognized by many. I
appreciate that your crew was able keep up with requests
for regular maintenance repairs and the district Adopta-Highway program.

Employee Matthew Chavez, General
Office
Matthew Chavez is a team member
of the NMDOT Office of the Inspector General. Chavez’s audits include
reasonable recommendations for improvement and he maintains professional relationships with auditees.
Chavez ensures the auditee understands the rules, laws
or administrative directives in the review of his audits
and upon completion of the audit, he will answer any
questions to ensure that any findings are not repeated.
Chavez went beyond the call of duty and took the lead
to complete the bi-annual capital asset inventory, making the Office of the Inspector General one of the first
to complete. Chavez is a true team player and an asset
to the NMDOT.

----------------------------------------------------------------Crew of the Month, District Two, Vaughn
Maintenance Patrol
This crew includes Antonio Castillo (Supervisor), Paul
Lucero, Mark Madrid, Andres Aguilar, Michael Baca,
Christopher Matson, Ryan Martinez, Adam Stofford and
Mike Anaya
The Vaughn Highway Maintenance Patrol is responsible for the maintenance and oversight of the day-to-day
needs of maintaining 440 lane miles of highway in the
Vaughn area including vegetation management, litter
control, pot hole patching, repair of fencing, guardrail
and signs, cleaning and repairing drainage structures,
traffic control and other highway maintenance activities.
The patrol manages their roadway maintenance vehicles
and keeps their patrol neat and clean. They also support
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Vaughn Maintenance Patrol

Pictured left to right: Jose Sintas, Tony Cisneros, Carl
Mondragon, Patrick Gallegos (Acting Supervisor) Not
pictured: Lawrence Vigil (Supervisor) and Jeremy Trujillo

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Crew of the Month, District Four, Des Moines
The Des Moines Crew is recognized as District Four’s
January Crew of the Month. This crew is reliable, dedicated and motivated to ensure all tasks are performed to
maintain or improve the areas they are responsible for.
They work efficiently with effort and determination to
get the job done. Congratulations!
----------------------------------------------------------------

Paseo Del Norte Project Crew
The Paseo Del Norte (PDN) Construction Crew has
been selected as the 2014 District Three Crew of the Year
for their outstanding contribution to the success of the
PDN/I-25 Interchange Reconstruction Project in Albuquerque. The team consists of volunteers from various
construction offices and crews. These supervisors and
inspectors have been committed in providing the public
with a safe, quality, accelerated project. For over a year,
the crew has provided service to this large scale project
in a high traffic congested area. They have overseen the
contractor’s 50+ crews and 13 subcontractors and provided the department and public stakeholders with quality assurance inspections and testing. They have worked
on demand, meeting the needs of the project through
long hours, night shift rotations, and worked six to seven days a week. With the assistance from the PDN Crew,
the project was completed ahead of schedule.

Crew of the Month, District Five, Procurement/
Purchasing Section
The Procurement/Purchasing section is operated by
Chris Slade, Susan Chavez, Edward P. Martinez and Mario Gurule. These individuals provide customer service
to vendors, contractors, co-workers and the public on a
daily basis.
The Procurement/Purchasing section scans, processes and manages requisitions, purchase orders, receipts,
contracts and related data into the SHARE System on
a daily basis. Procurement/Purchasing follows all the
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guidelines/policy & procedures to the T. They are always in a good mood, happy and friendly with everyone.
No matter what this team is doing or working on, once
someone walks into their office/stores, they stop to hear
their questions and give them the correct answers. If
they don’t have answers, they will research the question
and always get back to the individual within the same
day and always with a friendly smile on their face.
Stores is part of the Procurement/Purchasing section
and is operated by Edward P. Martinez and Mario Gurule. It’s always well-kept, stocked and cleaned so that
all items may be found quickly and efficiently. When
employees process purchase orders for any type of merchandise and/or supplies, etc., once their orders/packages have been delivered, they either send out an e-mail
or a phone call to the employee that processed the order
to let them know the orders/packages have arrived at
stores and need to be picked up. They also go out of
their way to process part orders for individuals and will
pick up the parts from the vendors if they are needed
immediately. This is essential to Stores in order for it
to run and operate smoothly, which makes it easier and
a much more pleasant transaction for all District Five
employees.
----------------------------------------------------------------

the curriculum and arranged an extensive technical lab
materials and testing training session for newly-hired
Civil Engineering Technicians. The lab’s staff consisting
of Johnny Barela, Eamon Connerty, Marcos Herrera and
Randy Silva recently led this very comprehensive four
day training session for seven participants at the district
lab in Santa Fe. Fernandez and the lab staff instructed
in soils, aggregates, concrete, asphalt, nuclear and all of
the related computational methods in the lab, field and
classroom settings. The participants in this program are
now fully prepared to succeed in the Technician Training and Certification Program. They saw the experience,
expertise and professionalism of the District Lab Supervisor and staff for which they are being recognized.

FREE
ON SITE
HEALTH
CHECKUPS

Date: June 4th – June 5th
Time: 7:00AM – 1:00PM
Location: Training Room
Who: State and LPB members (Employees/
Spouses/Domestic Partners) with Medical
Coverage in the State of NM’s Group Benefits
Plan Incentive: $25 pre-paid VISA gift card
provided by Catapult Health onsite upon
completion of checkup

Crew: District Five Lab pictured left to right, Randy
Silva, Rick Fernandez, Johnny Barela, Eamon Connerty,
& Marcos Herrera)

www.TimeConfirm.com/SoNM-WOW
Or you may call our interactive voice scheduler at
800.723.8121
By Appointment Only

Crew of the Month, District Five Lab
The District Five’s Lab supervisor and staff provide
construction and materials testing to contractors as well
as training to other district construction staff, including
Civil Engineering Technicians.
District Lab Supervisor Richard Fernandez compiled
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Reconciliations
Last month we inadvertently listed newborn Jalen Marie Vigil as the daughter of Gabriel Vigil instead of Gabrielle
Vigil. We apologize for the error.

Contacts
Please send articles to Melissa Dosher.
Next Que Pasa deadline will be Friday, March 20
Melissa Dosher, Managing Editor
Matthew Hunt, Graphic Designer
Jake Schoellkopf, Photographer
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